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Model Name

Neva Bay Wastewaters Model

Model Description

The model is based on 3-D hydrodynamic, σ - coordinate model of
Princeton University (POM), version pom2k, released 01.08.2004, and
adapted to the Neva Bay of the Gulf of Finland. The Neva Bay is
separated from the easternmost part of the Gulf of Finland by an
incomplete flood protection barrier (FPB). To better describe the
complex configuration of Neva river delta and rather narrow waterway
gates of the FPB, a curvilinear grid having variable horizontal steps
from 61 to 990m and 7 σ - levels is used. The wind waves model
SWAN is coupled to the circulation model. The most important
components of wastewater, such as the total dissolved phosphorus Рtot
characterizing the eutrophication, are included in the model as passive
tracers. The model is driven by atmospheric forcing given on a reanalysis data, river water discharge of Neva, and sea level, temperature
and salinity prescribed at open sea boundary. The discharges of
wastewater and Рtot concentrations are given in points where
wastewaters from wastewater treatment plants of St.Petersburg are
released.

State Variables

Component of current velocity, temperature, salinity, density, sea level,
passive tracers such as Рtot.

On a scale between
1 and 10, please
classify your model
Dimension
(0D, 1D, 2D, 3D)

1

Modeled Area
(Marine, terrestial,
combined)
Coupled to
hydrological
component
Suited for climate
change sensitivity
studies
Publications

Biogeochemical cycling, matter fluxes

3D

Marine: the Neva Bay and the easternmost part of the Gulf of Finland
No. River discharge and precipitation are prescribed, evaporation is calculated

Could be used in studies of local effects of climate change given in forcing
functions.
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